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Abstract— In this paper, we endorse a new age type technique primarily based on a deep model. In our method, the 
great-tuned deep facial age (FTDFA) version is used to extract facial age features. Age features output from the 
activations of the penultimate layer are categorized by way of the Maximum joint chance classifier(MJPCCR).Three 
facts units are used to validate our method. And we also send the age functions output from the activations of the 
ultimate layer into the MJPC and the SVM classifier one at a time, and evaluate their results. Experiments show that, 
the overall performance of our method is advanced to that of the preceding strategies.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The face age identity trouble is an exciting subproblem of face biometrics [1], that's a very tough hassle. In recent years, 
CNN has been carried out to face popularity because of CNN's great performance in respect of related responsibilities in 
diverse fields. Deep CNN models are used in, as an example, face reputation [2], face alignment [3], face validation [4,5], 
age and gender type [6], and so on., all have performed top results. Inspired via the above method, we use the WIKI[7] 
dataset to exceptional-music the VGG-Face A version[8] into a brand new face age class model known as FTDFA version, 
and extract the face age capabilities at the model , The characteristic is then input to the most joint probability classifier 
based totally at the collaborative illustration (MJPCCR) for type. We use the activations of the penultimate layer and the 
Last layer as neighborhood functions one at a time, then enter them to the classifier, through the test, we discover that the 
neighborhood functions from the activations of the penultimate layer could make the type accuracy higher. We 
additionally send the functions from the FTDFA model to the SVM classifier, then evaluate the outcomes with those 
obtained by means of our technique. We validate the superiority of our technique on three datasets FG-NET[9], MORPH 
[10]and CACD[11].Experiments show that this approach can enhance the accuracy of face age popularity. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The CNN version is an give up-to-cease version, the feature may be found out from raw facts because of the nature of 
convolution and pooling calculations. The CNN model could have many layers, every layer has lots of functions. A 
layer of output is the subsequent degree of input. The characteristic extracted with the aid of the CNN model has the 
traits of semantic clustering. Since the characteristic detection layer learns thru the schooling statistics, it avoids the 
express characteristic extraction and implicitly learns from the education information. Because the function mapping 
surface The neurons have the same weights, so the network can learn in parallel. The format of the CNN is closer to 
the real organic neural community. Weight sharing reduces the complexity of the network. In particular, the multi- 
dimensional input vector image can be without delay enter to the community. This function avoids the complexity of 
facts reconstruction for the duration of function extraction The Through the structural reorganization and decrease 
the burden of the characteristic extraction characteristic into the multi-layer sensor. It can immediately address 
grayscale pix, may be used at once to cope with picture-primarily based class. 

With the application of deep learning, people additionally use the CNN model to extract the functions of the 
photograph and classify the face age. In recent years, X Geng et al. Has proposed some of age classification 
techniques, specially Label Distribution Learning (label distribution studying) age category approach [12-15]. The 
CNN is extensively used for face age identification, along with [16-19]. 

3. APPROACH 

A. Image Preprocessing 

Before we extract the feature, we use the method to carry out facial images pre-processing on the input image, as 
shown in Figure I. We use the COC-DPM algorithm [20] for face detection, the detected face is fed to the publicly 
available face detector software [21] to detect five facial key points, including left / right eye center, nose tips and left 
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/ right mouth corners. Then based on all detected faces, we align the five key points of the face. After this step, we 
adjusted all face images based on five key points to 256 × 256 pixels, then use the data augmentation method as 
Krizhevsky et al. described in[22]. After pretreatment, the final entry into the CNN model is a 224 × 224 pixel  face 
image. 
 

  Original image    Face detection    Face points  Face alignment 

FIGURE I. IMAGE PREPROCESSING PROCESS 

B. Deep Feature Extraction Model Fine-tuning and Face Image Feature Extraction 

We selected 40,000 pictures in the wiki dataset to fine-tune VGG-Face A model, these pictures were divided into 20 
groups, 0-5 years old for the first group, between 6 and 100 years old, every 5 years for a group. The new model is 
called FTDFA model. 

The literature [8] shows the details of the FTDFA model configuration. The aligned facial images with 224 ×  224 pixels 
are input to the model. The convolutional filter is 3 × 3 with stride and pad are both 1, and the max -pooling layers is 
2 × 2 with stride is 2. For all datasets, the final feature is 4096 dimensional.  We use the activations of the penultimate 
layer and the Last layer as local features separately, then input them to the classifier, through the experiment, we find 
that the local features from the activations of the penultimate layer can make the classification accuracy higher, so in 
our Feature extraction model, we removed the last two fully connected layers, leaving only one of them. 

C. Maximum Joint Probability Classification Algorithm 

A probabilistic collaborative representation based classifier (ProCRC) [23] was derived from [24] and [25]. Similarly, 
on this basis, we deduce Maximum joint probability classification based on collaborative representation(MJPCCR). 

Similar to [23], we can get the probability of the face image as the K class.  

 

The classification rule is expressed as follows: 

 

From the above analysis we can see that we obtain the by maximizing the joint probability based on collaborative 
representation. So we call the classification as Maximum joint probability classification based on collaborative 
representation (MJPCCR). 
 
We adopt an IRLS algorithm to compute. Similar to [30],  we can finally have 

 

 

We use equation (3) to replace the  µin equation (1), then we can get the class corresponding v from equation (2). We 
alternatively update the weight matrix WU as well as the coefficient vector, until a fixed number of iterations or 
convergence. 
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We set the parameters and through the 10-fold cross validation. We selected 18,000 face images in the CACD dataset, 
and divide them into nine groups by age, 14-20 years old for the first age group, between 21 to 55 years old, every 5 years 
for a group, 56-62 years old for the ninth group. Each   age group has 2000 face images, which was divided into 10 groups, 
each group have 200 images. In the verification process, we constantly adjust the parameters and to make the 

4. EXPERIMENT 

We fine-tune the VGG-Face A model on the wiki dataset , and then extract the features of the three datasets FG-NE, MORPH 
and CACD with the FTDFA mode, and then input    the feature into the MJPCCR for classification. The whole Process of our 
method is show in Figure II. We extraction features from the activations of the penultimate layer(APLF) and the activations 
of the last layer(ALLF)of  the  FTDFA  mode separately, and then input the features into the MJPCCR for classification. We 
also compared their results. In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, We also send the features of the three 
datasets extracted from the FTDFA mode into the MJPCCR to classify, and we compare the results of    the classification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE II. THE FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Datasets 

In this paper, four data sets are used, FG-NE dataset, MORPH dataset, CACD dataset ,WIKI dataset, the WIKI datasets is 
used to fine-tune the model, and the other three datasets are used for experimental verification. 

Implementation details 

B. Experiment on FG-NET Dataset 

We divided FG-NET into four groups by using age institution, respectively 0-6 years younger children, 7-17 years juvenile 
institution, 18-forty years teens institution, above 40  years  center  and old age group. There are 234 face images  in the 
education set  and 40 face pix inside the check set in younger children group, 306 face pics in the schooling set and 60 face 
photographs  within the  take a look at set in juvenile group, 252 face photographs  inside the education set  and  50 face 
snap shots within the test set in teenagers institution, and 50  face images in the education set and 10 face snap shots 
within the take a look at set in center and old age organization. That is, there are overall 842 face pix in schooling set and 
overall a hundred and sixty face photographs in test set. 

It may be visible that after the characteristic is output from the equal layer the most category accuracy of the MJPCCR 
classifier is 96.2% and the maximum common class accuracy is 82.6%. The most class accuracy of the SVM classifier is 
90.7% and the maximum common category accuracy is 78.0%. Therefore, the MJPCCR has higher category accuracy than 
the SVM classifier. From the age factor of view, 0-6 years institution has the very best category accuracy of 96.2%, the 
lowest type accuracy of 72.2%, has the highest type accuracy. From the output feature factor of view, whilst the MJPCCR is 
used, the very best classification accuracy of the Output of the activations of the penultimate layer is 96.2% and the 
common class accuracy is 82.6%, the very best classification accuracy of the output of the activations of the last layer is 
64.6% and the common class accuracy is 58.6%. While the SVM classifier is used, the highest type accuracy of the output of 
the activations of the penultimate layer is 90.7% and the average category accuracy is 78.0%, the very best class accuracy 
of the output of the activations of the ultimate layer is 59.4% and the average class accuracy is 52.5%. Therefore, in the 
case of the equal classifier, the category accuracy of the age features output of the activations of the penultimate layer   is 
higher. 

C. Experiment on MORPH Dataset 

We divide the MORPH datasets into 10 groups by age, between 16 to 60 years old, every 5 years for a group, above 60 
years old for the tenth group. We randomly selected about one- tenth of each group As a test set, a total of 5220 images as 
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a test set, and the remaining 47892 images as a training set. The classification accuracy can be seen that when the feature 
is output from the same Layer, the most type accuracy of the MJPCCR classifier is 98.7% and the maximum common class 
accuracy is 82.7%. The maximum type accuracy of the SVM classifier is 91.4% and the most common classification 
accuracy is 78.5%. Therefore, the MJPCCR has better category accuracy than the SVM classifier. From the age point of view, 
16 – 20 years institution has the very best type accuracy of 98.7%, the bottom category accuracy of 62.5%, has the very 
best category accuracy. From the output characteristic point of view, whilst the MJPCCR is used, the best class accuracy of 
the output of the activations of the penultimate layer is 98.7% and the average type accuracy is 82.7%. 

convolution neural network model to obtain a new face age estimation model, and use this new model to extract the age 
features, and then these features are sent into a new age classification model for classification. Experiments show that the 
MJPCCR classifier can get a better  classification  effect than the SVM classifier, the classification accuracy of the age 
features output of the activations of the penultimate layer is higher, the best effect can be achieved by classifying the age 
features of the FTDFA model's penultimate activation layer with the MJPCCR classifier. output of the activations of the  
ultimate layer is 71.9% and the common class accuracy is 59.2%. Whilst the SVM classifier is used, the exceptional 
magnificence accuracy of the output of the activations of the penultimate layer is 91.4% and the not unusual class accuracy 
is 78.5%, the very best kind accuracy It may be seen that when the characteristic is output  from  the identical layer the 
most type accuracy of the MJPCCR classifier is 98.6% and the maximum average classification accuracy is 84.1%. The 
maximum type accuracy of the SVM classifier is 96.6% and the maximum average type accuracy is 79.9%. Therefore, the 
MJPCCR has higher type accuracy than the SVM classifier. From the age thing of view, 31-35years agency has the highest 
classification accuracy of 98.6%, the bottom elegance accuracy of 59.4%, has the very nice type accuracy. From the output 
function point of view, at the same time as the MJPCCR is used, the best kind accuracy of the output of the activations of the 
penultimate layer is 98.6% and the common type accuracy is 84.1%, the very best class accuracy of the output of the 
activations of the remaining layer is 67.4% and the average category accuracy is 59.4%. While the SVM classifier is used, 
the high-quality class accuracy of the output of the activations of the penultimate layer is 96.6% and the common class 
accuracy is 79.9%, the highest type accuracy of the output of the activations of the very last layer is 60.7% and the average 
kind accuracy is 54.1%. Therefore, in  the  case of the equal classifier, the class accuracy of the  age features output of the 
activations  of the penultimate layer  is better. The activations of the last layer is 62.6% and the average classification 
accuracy is 53.5%. Therefore, in the case of the same classifier, the classification accuracy of the age features output of the 
activations of the penultimate layer   is higher. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we firstly analyze that Ranking-based methods are implicitly learning label distribution. This result unifies 
two existing popular state-of-the-art age estimation methods into the DLDL framework. Second, we propose a DLDL-v2 
framework which alleviates the inconsistency between training and evaluation stages via jointly learning age distribution 
and regressing single age with a thin and deep network architecture. The proposed approach creates new state-of-the-art 
results on apparent and real age estimation tasks with fewer parameters and faster speed. In addition, our DLDL-v2 is also 
an interpretable deep framework which employs different patterns to estimate age. 
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